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./13P+2,-./01230.ÿ33,.-ÿ?273Aÿ/.-732ÿ3,ÿ,1//2?./ÿ42/.ÿ+2,-.,-7-ÿ1,Aÿ@3FC1/F
23-1,ÿA.+3-32,F41J3,Eÿ/.A7+.ÿ2>.ÿ2CC2/27,323.-ÿG2/ÿG30.ÿ2/ÿ42/.ÿ67-23+.-ÿ22ÿ
34C2-.ÿ/3E3Aÿ3A.232E3+13ÿ1E.,A1-ÿ20./ÿ32,EÿC./32A-ÿ2Gÿ23;4.
ÿ1,Aÿ34C/20.ÿ2>.ÿ
3//1232,13ÿC/2+.A7/.-ÿ?.ÿ,2?ÿ7-.ÿ22ÿ-.3.+2ÿÿ2>.ÿ67-23+.-4QÿÿR,A./ÿ27/ÿ+7//.,2ÿ
-9-2.4ÿ2>.ÿC23323+13ÿ41J.F7Cÿ2Gÿ27/ÿ>3E>.-2ÿD27/2ÿ3-ÿ31/E.39ÿ2>.ÿ/.-732ÿ2GÿA;S.12>ÿ
1,Aÿ-3+J,.--ÿ2/ÿ.0.,ÿ?2/-.ÿ-2/12.E3+1339ÿ234.Aÿ2/ÿ333F234.Aÿ/.23/.4.,2-4ÿ

ÿ

ÿ U4ÿVWWÿBYZ[\\ÿ]^_`aÿ,22.ÿ ÿ12ÿb 4ÿ
ÿ 64ÿ/2G.--2/ÿ62,12>1,ÿ&A3./ÿ+>3A.Aÿ4.ÿ2,ÿ=?322./ÿ2,ÿ2>3-ÿ22C3+ÿ1/E73,Eÿ2>12ÿ?32>ÿ67-23+.ÿc.,F
,.A9ÿ2>.ÿD27/2ÿ?1-,H2ÿ/.1339ÿ.0.,39FA303A.A4ÿÿVWWÿd61A3./efeÿ=ghiiYjÿ561,4ÿeÿ 9ÿ789ÿ&k:ÿ
>22C-8PP2?322./4+24Pl1A3./efeP-2127-P66ee96U96f64ÿÿmGÿ+27/-.ÿ32ÿ3-ÿ2/7.ÿ2>12ÿ67-23+.ÿc.,,.A9ÿ
>1-ÿ-3A.Aÿ?32>ÿ2>.ÿ33@./13-ÿ2,ÿE19ÿ/3E>2-ÿ1@2/232,ÿ-+>223ÿC/19./ÿ1,Aÿ1ÿG.?ÿ22>./ÿ+1-.-4ÿ"1,1ÿk33@1,Jÿ
nopqrosÿtWooWusÿ̀W]pr`W]ÿaÿvwxW`avÿV^_`WyWÿzr^`pÿ'[{|4ÿ~{iÿ567,4ÿ9ÿ f:ÿ>22C-8PP???4?1->ÿ
3,E22,C2-24+24P2C3,32,-P1F33@./13F41l2/329F/.27/,-F22F2>.F-7C/.4.F+27/2P fPfP9P@fA7UU9FU+1ÿ
F .fF@+FAf9 GA 7-22/94>2437242./449+A.961G1+4ÿÿ872ÿ20./ÿ>3-ÿ32,Eÿ+1/../ÿ2>.-.ÿ
022.-ÿ?>33.ÿ.K2/.4.39ÿ34C2/21,2ÿ1/.ÿ2>.ÿ.K+.C232,ÿ,22ÿ2>.ÿ/73.4ÿÿVWWÿwuÿ2/ÿ.K14C3.ÿ67-23+.ÿc.,,.A9ÿ
>1-ÿ@..,ÿ1ÿ/.331@3.ÿ022.ÿ2,ÿG.A./133-4ÿ+/343,13ÿC/2+.A7/.ÿG/..ÿ-C..+>ÿ+14C13E,ÿG3,1,+.ÿ1,Aÿ,2,F
-+>223ÿC/19./ÿ+>7/+>P-212.ÿ+1-.-4ÿÿVWWÿwuÿÿk2/.ÿ34C2/21,239ÿ#ÿA2ÿ,22ÿ1/E7.ÿ2>12ÿC23323+13ÿC1/29ÿ1GG3331F
232,ÿ13?19-ÿ33,.-ÿ7Cÿ?32>ÿ33@./133-4ÿ2/ÿ+2,-./0123-4ÿl7-2ÿ2>12ÿ49ÿC/2C2-13ÿ20./ÿ234.ÿ?333ÿ41J.ÿ32ÿ47+>ÿ
42/.ÿ33J.39ÿ2>12ÿ2>.ÿD27/2ÿ?333ÿ@.ÿ42/.ÿ@131,+.Aÿ2>.,ÿ32ÿ>1-ÿ@..,ÿ20./ÿ2>.ÿ31-2ÿ2?2ÿ>7,A/.Aÿ9.1/-ÿ1,Aÿ
33J.39ÿ22ÿ@.ÿ3,ÿ2>.ÿG727/.ÿ?32>272ÿ49ÿC/2C2-13ÿÿVWWÿwo`aÿ1/2ÿ##4ÿ
ÿ 74ÿVWWÿwo`aÿ1/2ÿ##4ÿ
ÿ f4ÿVWWÿwo`aÿ1/2ÿ###4ÿ
ÿ 94ÿ /3+ÿB.E133ÿWoWwp]ÿrÿaoÿWovsÿV_vwpÿzr^`pÿwvvÿWryWÿn__a`Wopÿ$44ÿ=hY{ÿ5k19ÿÿ
fÿU8 ÿ&k:ÿ>22C-8PP???4,9234.-4+24P/224G2/A.@12.P fP7PP3-F1FA.1A32+J.AF-7C/.4.F
+27/2F-7+>F1F@1AF2>3,EP@.,.G32-F2GF1,F.0.,39F-C332F+27/2F?333F@.+24.F1CC1/.,24ÿ
ÿ 4ÿVWWÿwo`aÿ1/2ÿ###4ÿ
ÿ e4ÿVWWÿwo`aÿB.+232,ÿ###484ÿ
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+,-ÿ3./-30ÿ12232ÿ24ÿ50ÿ67262283ÿ.913:;-ÿ3,-ÿ623-93.83ÿ3222ÿ24ÿ:9.4275.30ÿ.9ÿ
983.2983ÿ;-1.2.292ÿ7-2:33.9<ÿ4725ÿ42:7=42:7ÿ3.-2ÿ8529<ÿ3,-ÿ>:23.1-2ÿ3,-ÿ8?/=
?87;9-22ÿ24ÿ7-@:.7.9<ÿ925.9--2ÿ32ÿ.;-93.40ÿ3,-.7ÿ623.3.183ÿ68730ÿ844.3.83.292ÿ
89;ÿ3,-ÿ@:-23.29ÿ24ÿ?,83ÿ32ÿ;2ÿ?.3,ÿ925.9--2ÿ?,2ÿ.;-93.40ÿ82ÿ#9;-6-9;-9324ABÿÿ
',.3-ÿ3,-2-ÿ12232ÿ87-ÿ2.<9.4.1893ÿ3,-0Aÿ8G7-ÿ487ÿ2:3?-.<,-;ÿC0ÿ3,-ÿ5890ÿC-9-4.32ÿ
24ÿ89ÿ-D-930ÿ;.D.;-;ÿE:67-5-ÿF2:734ÿ
H-427-ÿ67-2-93.9<ÿ50ÿ26-1.4.1ÿ67262283ÿ3,7--ÿ18D-832ÿ9--;ÿ32ÿC-ÿ5-9=
3.29-;4ÿÿI.723ÿ50ÿC:7;-9ÿ.2ÿ923ÿ32ÿ;-52923783-ÿ3,83ÿ3,.2ÿ67262283ÿ.2ÿ6-74-13ÿ27ÿ
-D-9ÿD-70ÿ<22;4ÿÿ#923-8;ÿ50ÿJ2Cÿ.2ÿ32ÿ2,2?ÿ3,83ÿ89ÿ-D-930ÿ;.D.;-;ÿE:67-5-ÿ
F2:73ÿ?2:3;ÿ7-2:33ÿ.9ÿ89ÿ.923.3:3.29ÿ3,83ÿ2.<9.4.189330ÿ.56
72D-2ÿ2:7ÿ12923.3:=
3.2983ÿ;-5217810ÿ?,-9ÿ125687-;ÿ32ÿ2:7ÿ1:77-93ÿF2:734AAÿ
E-129;ÿC-18:2-ÿ3,.2ÿ686-7ÿ8;D2183-2ÿ8ÿ58J27ÿ1,89<-ÿ32ÿ3,-ÿE:67-5-ÿ
F2:73ÿ3,-ÿ67262283ÿ7:92ÿ,-8;329A<Nÿ.932ÿ225-3,.9<ÿ#ÿ,8D-ÿ67-D.2:230ÿ1833-;ÿ
K1254273ÿL29-ÿ12923.3:3.2983.254M ÿÿ+,22-ÿ?,2ÿ3,.9/ÿ?7.3-ÿ89;ÿ1255-93ÿ29ÿ
2:7ÿ983.29O2ÿ,.<,-23ÿF2:73ÿ87-ÿ:2-;ÿ32ÿ3,-ÿ>:23.1-2ÿ7-AP223D.9<ÿ5890ÿ24ÿ2:7ÿ12:9=
370O2ÿ,87;-23ÿ221.83ÿ623.3.183ÿ89;ÿ3-<83ÿ@:-23.2924ÿÿQ:7ÿF2:73ÿ,82ÿC--9ÿ3,-ÿ
5223ÿ62?-74:3ÿJ:;.1.83ÿC2;0ÿ.9ÿ3,-ÿ?273;ÿ427ÿ1-93:7.-2ÿ22ÿ890ÿ67262283ÿ3,83ÿ
5.<,3ÿ7-;:1-ÿ3,-ÿF2:73O2ÿ8:3,27.30ÿ:9;-72389;8C30ÿ58/-2ÿ6-263-ÿ9-7D2:2ÿ
8C2:3ÿ,A2R?ÿ2:7ÿ4:9;85-9383ÿ3.C-73.-2ÿ89;ÿ47--;252ÿ?.33ÿC-ÿ6723-13-;ÿ89;ÿC0ÿ
?,254ÿÿ+,22-ÿ283.24.-;ÿ?.3,ÿ,2?ÿ3,-ÿF2:73ÿ;2-2ÿ.32ÿJ2Cÿ?.33ÿ923ÿC-ÿ20568=
3,-3.1ÿ32ÿ50ÿ672622834ÿÿH:3ÿ427ÿ3,22-ÿ?,2ÿ4--3ÿ3,-ÿF2:73ÿ322ÿ243-9ÿ.93-74-7-2ÿ
?.3,ÿ2:7ÿ221.83ÿ89;ÿ623.3.183ÿ27;-7ÿC82-;ÿ29ÿ.;-232<.183ÿ26622.3.29ÿ783,-7ÿ3,89ÿ
13-87ÿ12923.3:3.2983ÿ5.238/-ÿ3,.2ÿ67262283ÿ8332?2ÿ3,-ÿF2:73ÿ32ÿ58.938.9ÿ3,-ÿ
2:67-5810ÿ89;ÿ:9.4275.30ÿ24ÿ4-;-783ÿ38?ÿ?,.3-ÿ58/.9<ÿ.3ÿ527-ÿ;.44.1:33ÿ427ÿ
3,-ÿ>:23.1-2ÿ32ÿ.5622-ÿ3,-.7ÿ2?9ÿ6-722983ÿ8<-9;82ÿ89;ÿD83:-24ÿ
H23,ÿ3,-ÿ7-2.;-93ÿ89;ÿF29<7-22ÿ92?ÿ-S-71.2-ÿ62?-7ÿ3,83ÿ?2:3;ÿ,8D-ÿ
C--9ÿ.91291-.D8C3-ÿ32ÿ5223ÿ6-263-ÿ-.<,30=4.D-ÿ0-872ÿ8<24ATÿÿU27-2D-7ÿ3./-ÿ.3ÿ
27ÿ923ÿ.3ÿ866-872ÿ3,83ÿ3,-7-ÿ580ÿC-ÿ2.<9.4.1893ÿ1,89<-2ÿ125.9<ÿ32ÿ5890ÿ24ÿ2:7ÿ

ÿ

ÿ 4ÿWXXÿZ[\]^ÿE-13.29ÿ###4F4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿWXXÿZ[\]^ÿE-13.29ÿ###4F4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿWXXÿZ[\]^ÿE-13.29ÿ###4H4ÿ
ÿ _4ÿWXXÿ7.1ÿE-<833ÿ̀ab\a]cÿda[Xÿ̀a[ecZcfcZa[^gZebÿ"hijÿhlÿ%4ÿmE-634ÿnÿ oÿ68 ÿUpÿ,3368qqÿ
???4;2742938?427<q oqnq1254273=L29-=12923.3:3.2983.254,3534ÿ
ÿ 64ÿWXXÿZrsÿ
ÿ 74ÿWXXÿHtuvwxÿefy]^ÿ923-ÿÿ83ÿ4ÿ
ÿ o4ÿWXXÿXszsÿ+878ÿ%4ÿH789:5ÿ{]XeZrX[cÿa]ÿ|Z[z}ÿ~XÿeXÿ^[rÿfeXÿa\ÿXfcZXÿ]rX]eÿZ[ÿar
X][^ÿbX]Z^ÿÿ>4ÿ%wt4ÿÿÿ7oÿm pÿm;.21:22.9<ÿ3,-ÿ.917-82-ÿ.9ÿ67-2.;-93.83ÿ62?-7ÿ3,72:<,ÿ
3,-ÿ52;-79ÿ:2-ÿ24ÿ-S-1:3.D-ÿ27;-72p4ÿ
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+23,-,./3ÿ,01-,-2-,201ÿ20345ÿ541,340-ÿ6527+489ÿÿ6:4ÿ;2+5474ÿ<225-ÿ203,=4ÿ-:4ÿ
2-:45ÿ->2ÿ?5/0.:41ÿ2@ÿA2B450740-ÿ:8F/1ÿ20345A204ÿB,5-2/33Cÿ02ÿ7/D25ÿ,01-,-2E
-,20/3ÿ.:/0A4ÿ@25ÿ:2035431ÿ2@ÿC4/514ÿÿ6:454ÿ,1ÿ02ÿ54/120ÿ,0ÿ3/>ÿ25ÿ32A,.ÿ>:8GCÿ
-:4ÿ<225-ÿ1:2233ÿ02-ÿ4B23B4ÿ3,=4ÿ2-:45ÿ,7+25-/0-ÿA2B450740-/3ÿ,01-,-2-,2014ÿ
52@41125ÿH/5=ÿI5/?45ÿ12AA41-43ÿ-2ÿ74ÿ-:/-ÿ/ÿ>2533ÿ,0ÿ>:,.:ÿ747?451ÿ
2@ÿ<20A5411ÿ.2233ÿ5/33Cÿ?4:,03ÿ12.:ÿ/ÿ?,E+/5-,1/0ÿ+52+21/3ÿ,1ÿ/312ÿ3,=43Cÿ/ÿ
>2533ÿJ,0ÿ>:,.:ÿD23A41ÿ/54ÿ.201-5/,043ÿ?Cÿ.201-,-2-L,2M0/3ÿ-:425CKÿ/03ÿ,0ÿ-:/-ÿ
,7/A,0/5Cÿ>2533ÿ7Cÿ+52+21/3ÿ>2233ÿ02-ÿ?4ÿ0443434ÿÿN2>4B45ÿ/ÿ+457/040-ÿ
@225E-2E@225ÿ4B403Cÿ3,B,343ÿ<225-ÿ>2233ÿ125L4P3Cÿ>4/=40ÿ-:4ÿ;2+5474ÿ<225-O1ÿ
+2>45ÿ-2ÿ1-5,=4ÿ32>0ÿ@4345/3ÿ/03ÿ1-/-4ÿ3/>14ÿÿ6:/-ÿ?4,0Aÿ-:4ÿ./14ÿ,-ÿ,1ÿ,0ÿ-:4ÿ
320AE-457ÿ143@E,0-4541-1ÿ2@ÿ?2-:ÿ+23,-,./3ÿ+/5-,41ÿ-2ÿ12++25-ÿ7Cÿ+52+21/3ÿ4B40ÿ
.201,345,0AÿL-8:/-ÿ!4+2?3,./01ÿ02>ÿ.20-523ÿ-:4ÿ<20A5411ÿ/03ÿ->2E-:,531ÿ2@ÿ1-/-4ÿ
34A,13/-25414ÿ
6:,53ÿ>:,34ÿ,-ÿ,1ÿ4Q-54743Cÿ203,=43Cÿ-:/-ÿ<20A5411ÿ>,33ÿ/32+-ÿ-:,1ÿ+52E
+21/3ÿ54@34.-,0Aÿ20ÿ-:4ÿ+211,?,3,-Cÿ2@ÿ/ÿ+457/040-ÿ4B403Cÿ3,B,3L4L3ÿ;2+5474ÿ
<225-ÿ+52B,341ÿ04>ÿ,01,A:-1ÿ,0-2ÿ:2>ÿ-:4ÿR21-,.41ÿ34.,34ÿ./1414ÿÿ&1ÿ#ÿ>,33ÿ
1:2>ÿ,0ÿ/5-ÿ###ÿ2B45ÿ-:4ÿ3/1-ÿ@,@-CÿC4/51ÿ-:454ÿ:/B4ÿ?440ÿ7/0Cÿ@,B4E-2E@225ÿ
34.,1,201ÿ34.,343ÿ/320Aÿ,34232A,./3ÿ3,041ÿ-:/-ÿ14-ÿ@25-:ÿ0/-,20/3ÿ52341ÿA2B450E
,0Aÿ7/0Cÿ2@ÿ225ÿ721-ÿ3,B,1,B4ÿ/03ÿ,7+25-/0-ÿ+2?3,.ÿ+23,.CÿS241-,2014LTÿÿHCÿ
+52+21/3ÿ,1ÿ341,A043ÿ/720Aÿ2-:45ÿ-:,0A1ÿ-2ÿ54,A0,-4ÿ/ÿ34?/-4ÿ-:/-ÿ2..25543ÿ/-ÿÿ
-:4ÿ?4A,00,0Aÿ2@ÿ-:4ÿ->40-,4-:ÿ.40-25Cÿ2B45ÿ>:4-:45ÿ,-ÿ,1ÿ/++52+5,/-4ÿ@25ÿ/ÿ?/54ÿ
7/D25,-Cÿ2@ÿR21-,.41ÿ-2ÿ>,433ÿ12ÿ72.:ÿ/2-:25,-Cÿ41+4.,/33Cÿ>:40ÿ-:4ÿ3,@@4540.4ÿ

ÿ

ÿ 94ÿVWWÿ;-4+:40ÿ<233,0120ÿYZ[\]^_ÿ̀abcÿdeÿfg_\W\hWZÿiejWZc\Wcdÿ<$$ÿkH/54ÿ6ÿ 9ÿl8 ÿ
Hmÿ:--+8nn>>>4.004.27n 9non6n+23,-,.1n320/33E-527+E3,1747?45EA2B450740-n,034Q4:-734ÿ
ÿ 4ÿVWWÿ4-45ÿ$,.23/1ÿpqgcWrÿstÿue[Z_Wvwÿxÿfgbaey[WÿecÿuecyZW__gecbaÿ̀ezWZÿdeÿVWdÿh{ÿVdbd[dWÿ
d|Wÿq[\hWZÿetÿ}[_dg~Wÿecÿd|WÿV[]ZW\Wÿue[Zdÿÿ$444ÿR4%4ÿÿ% ÿlÿÿ04 ÿk lmÿk3,1.211,0Aÿ
:2>ÿ-:4ÿ027?45ÿ2@ÿR21-,.41ÿ:/1ÿ.:/0A43ÿ2B45ÿ-,74m4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿVWWÿ_[]Zbÿ02-41ÿ9ÿ/03ÿ/..27+/0C,0Aÿ-4Q-4ÿ
ÿo4ÿ E7/,3ÿ@527ÿH/5=ÿI5/?45ÿ52@41125ÿ2@ÿ%/>ÿ6:4ÿ0,B451,-Cÿ2@ÿH/5C3/03ÿ5/0.,1ÿ,0Aÿ</54Cÿ
;.:223ÿ2@ÿ%/>ÿ-2ÿ5,.ÿ;4A/33ÿ/-:Cÿ/03ÿ%/>540.4ÿ&1:4ÿ52@41125ÿ2@ÿ%/>ÿI425A,/ÿ;-/-4ÿ0,B451,-Cÿ
<2334A4ÿ2@ÿ%/>ÿkR/04ÿÿ 9mÿk20ÿ@,34ÿ>,-:ÿ/2-:25m4ÿ
ÿo4ÿVWWÿ!,.:/53ÿ'23@ÿV[]ZW\Wÿue[Zdwÿ|bdÿ|b]]Wc_ÿgcÿub_WÿetÿbÿYgWÿ;&ÿ6ÿk4?4ÿ6ÿ
lÿ8oÿHmÿ:--+18nn>>>421/-23/C4.27n1-25Cn04>1n ln n6n12+5474E.225-E1./3,/EB/./0.CE-,ÿ
4EB2-41no976lnÿk4Q+3/,0,0Aÿ-:/-ÿ>:40ÿ-:4ÿ;2+5474ÿ<225-ÿ,1ÿ1+3,-ÿ,0ÿ/ÿA,B40ÿ./14ÿ,-1ÿ34.,1,20ÿ,1ÿ
+5/.-,./33CÿJ74/0,0A3411Kmÿ"/B,3ÿI4ÿ;/B/A4ÿWZW^_ÿezÿbÿfgjgWÿV[]ZW\Wÿue[Zdÿ[aWÿeZÿfgc^dÿ
[aWÿecÿgyÿ__[W_ÿY|g_ÿVW__gecÿ%&ÿ6 ÿkR204ÿ9ÿ lÿ987ÿ&Hmÿ:--+8nn>>>43/-,7414.27n0/-,20ÿ
n3/E0/E12+5474E.225-E7/D25E./141E l79E10/+E1-25C4:-734ÿ
ÿo4ÿVWWÿ;4A/3ÿ_[]Zbÿ02-4ÿo4ÿ
ÿoo4ÿVWWÿgÿ!2?45-ÿ!,AA1ÿ|WcÿjWZ{ÿedWÿue[cd_wÿ¡ÿfW~g_gec_ÿgcÿd|Wÿ¢cgdWÿVdbdW_ÿV[]ZW\Wÿ
ue[Zdrÿ£¤¥¥¤¥ÿ ÿN¦ÿ%4ÿ! §4ÿll9ÿll9lÿkom4ÿ
ÿo64ÿVWWÿgctZbÿ/5-ÿ###4ÿ
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+,-.,,/ÿ-0,ÿ123245-6ÿ2/7ÿ7588,/-ÿ5/ÿ89:0ÿ:28,8ÿ9892336ÿ4,;4,8,/-8ÿ7582<4,,=
1,/-8ÿ212A/B<ÿ-0,ÿ>98-5:,8ÿ2?,4ÿ75@@,45/<ÿ;235-5:8ÿ2/7ÿ?239,8ÿ/2-ÿ3,<23ÿ5/-,4=
;4,-2-52/84ÿÿ#7,/-5@65/<ÿÿ-0,ÿ;428ÿ2/7ÿ:2/8ÿ2@ÿ16ÿ;42;2823ÿ-2ÿ,/7ÿ-02-ÿ;42:-5:,ÿ
126ÿ4,?,23ÿ821,ÿ51;24-2/-ÿ5/85<0-8ÿÿ2+29-ÿ294ÿ/2-52/C8ÿ05<0,8-ÿD294-4AEÿ
24-ÿ##ÿ29-35/,8ÿ-0,ÿ7,-2538ÿ2@ÿ16ÿ;42;2823ÿ2/7ÿ24<9,8ÿD2/<4,88ÿ:2937ÿ51=
;3,1,/-ÿ5-ÿ.5-029-ÿ-0,ÿ/,,7ÿ@24ÿ2ÿ:2/8-5-9-52/23ÿ21,/71,/-4ÿÿ24-ÿ###ÿ7,-2538ÿ
02.ÿ-0,ÿ;32/ÿ51;42?,8ÿ+2-0ÿ-0,ÿD294-ÿ2/7ÿ-0,ÿ/215/2-52/ÿ;42:,88ÿ2/7ÿ27=
74,88,8ÿ-0,ÿ12324ÿ2+3,:-52/8ÿ-2ÿ-0,ÿ;42;28234ÿ
##4ÿFG ÿ!HHI&%ÿ
F0,ÿJ/5-,7ÿI-2-,8ÿD2/8-5-9-52/ÿ72,8ÿ/2-ÿ8;,:5@6ÿ-0,ÿ/91+,4ÿ2@ÿ>98-5:,8ÿ
.02ÿ198AM-ÿ85-ÿ2/ÿ-0,ÿJ/5-,7ÿI-2-,8ÿI9;4,1,ÿD294-4AKÿÿF0,ÿ@548-ÿD294-ÿ027ÿ85Lÿ
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232G/013ÿ3/6-2ÿ/6ÿ;23/5/01337ÿ0:1.G-8ÿ012-2ÿ12ÿ15ÿ3-125ÿ26-ÿM325/0-ÿ<2338ÿ:1C-ÿ
52ÿ82ÿ/9ÿ5:-ÿE23.5ÿ<1652ÿ52ÿ.-10:ÿ1ÿ8-0/2/26ÿ5:15ÿ.-2335ÿ</33ÿ3/B-37ÿ4-ÿ4-55-.ÿ
.-0-/C-8ÿ47ÿ5:-ÿ;343/0ÿ1??6@8ÿ3-22ÿ3/B-37ÿ52ÿ4-ÿ0:16G-8ÿ2.ÿ<:/553-8ÿ82<6ÿ2C-.ÿ
5/,-ÿ47ÿ9353.-ÿM325/0-24 ÿÿL:/2ÿ.-I3/.-,-65ÿ29ÿ22,-ÿ4/=;1.5/216ÿ1G.--,-65ÿ
2-.C-2ÿ5:-ÿ/65-.-252ÿ29ÿ0262/25-607ÿ91/.6-22ÿ168ÿ5:-ÿ02.-ÿ.33-ÿ29ÿ31<ÿ;./60/;3-ÿ
5:15ÿ2/,/31.37ÿ2/5315-8ÿ3/5/G1652ÿ2:2338ÿ4-ÿ5.-15-8ÿ2/,/31.374???ÿÿ&2ÿE122ÿD36=
25-/6ÿ:12ÿ<./55-6ÿ
':-6ÿ5:-ÿ023.5ÿ8-0/8-2ÿ47ÿ1ÿ,1.G/6ÿ29ÿ7=6ÿ/52ÿ.33/6Gÿ82-2ÿ625ÿ2--,ÿ
9/.,ÿ168ÿ9/N-84ÿÿ'/5:ÿ1ÿ2/6G3-ÿ6-<ÿ1;;2/65,-65ÿ2.ÿ1ÿ2:/95ÿ/6ÿH325ÿ26-ÿ
;-.226O2ÿC/-<ÿ5:-ÿ31<ÿ02338ÿ33.0:ÿ/6ÿ1ÿ6-<ÿ8/.-05/264ÿÿL.3-ÿ5:-ÿ023.5ÿ
82-2ÿ625ÿ3/B-ÿ52ÿ2C-..33-ÿ/52ÿ2<6ÿ;.-0-8-652ÿ435ÿ/5ÿ:12ÿ826-ÿ22ÿ<-33ÿ
,2.-ÿ5:16ÿ ÿ5/,-2ÿ16??8Pÿ1ÿ7=6ÿ8-0/2/26ÿ/2ÿ625ÿ3/B-37ÿ52ÿ.-0-/C-ÿ5:-ÿ
:/G:-25ÿ3-C-3ÿ29ÿ.-2;-054 ÿ
QC-.ÿ5:-ÿ3125ÿ26-ÿ:368.-8ÿ7-1.2ÿ2.ÿ22ÿ5:-ÿM325/0-2ÿ:1C-ÿ<1C-.-8ÿ410Bÿ168ÿ
92.5:ÿ/6ÿC/.531337ÿ-C-.7ÿ1.-1ÿ29ÿ3/5/G15-8ÿ02625/535/2613ÿ31<ÿ/60338/6Gÿ9.--ÿ
2;--0:ÿ9.--82,ÿ29ÿ.-3/G/26ÿ5:-ÿ02,,-.0-ÿ03132-ÿ9-8??-R.13/2,ÿ22C-.-/G6ÿ/,=
,36/57ÿ.10-ÿ.-315/262ÿ168ÿ5:-ÿ2-;1.15/26ÿ29ÿ;2<-.24 ÿÿL:-2-ÿ;/C252ÿ410B=

ÿ

ÿ T4ÿUVVÿXYZ[\ÿ625-2ÿTT]Tÿ168ÿ1002,;167/6Gÿ5-N54ÿ
ÿ 94ÿUVVÿ^_`[\ÿ625-2ÿ9]96ÿ168ÿ1002,;167/6Gÿ5-N54ÿ
ÿ 4ÿUVVÿ^_`[\ÿ625-2ÿT7]TTÿ168ÿ1002,;167/6Gÿ5-N54ÿ
ÿ a4ÿUVVÿ^_`[\ÿ625-2ÿ6b]7ÿ168ÿ1002,;167/6Gÿ5-N54ÿ
ÿ 4ÿUVVÿ&2220/15-8ÿ.-22ÿcd^Xÿ^Xÿed\fÿg\ZZV_Xÿ^`ÿcdV[VhXÿi_jkÿlÿUYZ[VmVÿnoY[fÿpYXf^qVXÿ$4r4ÿ
tuvÿwx-44ÿ9ÿ Tÿ987ÿyzÿ:55;8{{67;225402,{ T{ {9{5:/2=/2=<:15=:1;;-62=/9=5:-.-2=2637==
23;.-,-=023.5=H325/0-2{ÿw1.G3/6Gÿ5:15ÿ5:-ÿD3;.-,-ÿE23.5ÿ|02338ÿ,16/9-25ÿ/52-39ÿ/6ÿ1ÿG.-15-.ÿ2-1.0:ÿ92.ÿ
02,;.2,/2-}z4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿUVVÿE122ÿ!4ÿD3625-/6ÿedkÿn\[Vÿ~ÿ̀fdVÿnoY[fÿUZj^fXÿÿtt ÿwM364ÿ9ÿ 6ÿ8bÿ
&yzÿ:55;28{{<<<44322,4-.G402,{C/-<{1.5/03-2{ 6=T=9{<:7=01.-=/9=5:-=023.5=2;3/52=7=64ÿ
ÿ ÿ~ÿ
ÿ b4ÿUVVÿ./0ÿD-G133ÿno_Xf^fYf^o_\jÿnd\_Vÿ\_ÿfdVÿUYZ[VmVÿnoY[fÿcdVÿ[f^qjVÿÿ[ojVmÿTÿ4ÿ
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,-./01ÿ22/,-34.3ÿ1536,1ÿ.42ÿ27,-385,ÿ-9:9-1.31ÿ-9:9.3ÿ;3,5ÿ1,.-0ÿ/3.-3,<ÿ,5.,ÿ329=
23283/.3ÿ23669-94/91ÿ>2-9ÿ26,94ÿ9?@3.34ÿ,59ÿA27-,B1ÿ63:9=,2=627-ÿC2C9D/313241ÿ,5.4ÿ
398.3ÿ@-34/3@391ÿ3283/ÿ@-9/9294,ÿ2-ÿ-933.4/9ÿ24ÿ,9?,ÿ2-ÿ531,2-<4 ÿ
E53-2ÿ36ÿ,59ÿA248-911ÿ@9->.494,3<ÿ19,ÿ,59ÿA27-,ÿ.,ÿ9385,ÿF71,3/91ÿ;3,5ÿ.ÿ
-9G73-92ÿ627-=,2=627-ÿ@.-,31.4ÿH.3.4/9ÿ,59ÿF71,3/91ÿ;2732ÿ042;ÿ,5.,ÿ,2ÿ>.34=
,.34ÿ,593-ÿ@2;9-ÿ.42ÿ3463794/9ÿ2:9-ÿ,3>9ÿ,59<ÿ;2732ÿ5.:9ÿ,2ÿ29.232/0ÿ34ÿ69;9-ÿ
/.191ÿHCC9I/.719ÿ;594ÿ17/5ÿ,391ÿ2//7-ÿ,59ÿ32;9-ÿ/27-,ÿ29/313241ÿ-9,.34ÿ6733ÿ398.3ÿ
9669/,4 ÿÿE531ÿ-9.33,<ÿ;2732ÿ349:3,.H3<ÿ39.2ÿ,2ÿ>2-9ÿ/24194171=2-3:94ÿ29/3=
1324=>.0348ÿ.42ÿ4.--2;9-CÿC2J@343241ÿH<ÿ,59ÿF71,3/91ÿ;52ÿ;2732ÿ5.:9ÿ,2ÿH9ÿ
>2-9ÿ>2291,ÿ.42ÿ/.7,32714 ÿÿF71,ÿ3309ÿ;3,5ÿ.33ÿ23:3292ÿ82:9-4>94,1ÿ,59ÿ.2=
:.4,.891ÿ26ÿ.:232348ÿ,<-.44<ÿ34ÿ,531ÿ/.19ÿ,59ÿ,<-.44<ÿ26ÿ63:9ÿ2-ÿ>2-9ÿ3292328=
3/.33<ÿ13>33.-ÿH7,ÿ74939/,92ÿ3369=,947-92ÿF71,3/91ÿ.-9ÿ1384363/.4,4ÿ
K27-,5ÿ,531ÿ@-2@21.3ÿ;2732ÿ5.:9ÿ,59ÿ.223,324.3ÿH94963,ÿ26ÿ33093<ÿ@-227/=
348ÿ>2-9ÿ>229-.,9ÿ42>34991ÿ,2ÿ,59ÿA27-,ÿH9/.719ÿ6-2>ÿ,3>9ÿ,2ÿ,3>9ÿCC-L913=
294,1ÿ;333ÿ5.:9ÿ,2ÿ42>34.,9ÿF71,3/91ÿ6-2>ÿ,59ÿ2@@21348ÿ@233,3/.3ÿ@.-,<4 ÿÿ#4ÿ
,5219ÿ/3-/7>1,.4/91ÿ>2-9ÿ33H9-.3ÿ!9@CC7MH33/.41ÿ.42ÿ>2-9ÿ/2419-:.,3:9ÿ"9>2=
/-.,1ÿ;333ÿH9ÿ,59ÿ33093391,ÿ/.4232.,914 ÿÿ#4ÿ,3>9ÿ5.:348ÿ>2-9ÿ>229-.,9ÿF71=
,3/91ÿ24ÿ,59ÿH94/5ÿ;52ÿ.-9ÿ42,ÿ/39.-3<ÿ.338492ÿ;3,5ÿ93,59-ÿ,59ÿ6.-ÿ396,ÿ2-ÿ,59ÿ6.-ÿ
-385,ÿ>385,ÿ391194ÿ,59ÿ@.-,31.4ÿ29/31324=>.0348ÿ24ÿ,59ÿA27-,4ÿÿN6ÿ/27-19ÿ3,ÿ31ÿ
.3;.<1ÿ@2113H39ÿ,5.,ÿ.ÿF71,3/9ÿ>.<ÿ:99-ÿ6.-ÿ.;.<ÿ6-2>ÿ,59ÿ@233,3/1ÿ159ÿ1,.-,92ÿ
;3,5ÿ2-ÿ,59ÿ@233,3/1ÿ9?@9/,92ÿH<ÿ,59ÿ42>34.,348ÿ-913294,ÿH7,ÿ,5.,ÿ5.@@941ÿ
;3,5ÿ27-ÿ/7--94,ÿ@-2/911ÿC.C1Qÿ;933ÿ.1ÿ,59ÿ9?.>@391ÿ26ÿF71,3/91ÿ'53,9ÿO3./0>74ÿ
.42ÿP27,9-ÿ29>241,-.,94 ÿ

ÿ

S4ÿF4ÿAUVWX4ÿ%4ÿ66YÿZ Y[4ÿ
ÿ 64ÿ\]]ÿ_`aÿ.,ÿ666b674ÿ
ÿ 74ÿ\]]ÿE222ÿ!3/5>242ÿ\cde]f]ÿghceijkÿlmnmoÿ\mpkÿ\qmr_mÿs]mitÿuheq]`ÿghfdehf_k]kÿv4P4ÿ
$wxWÿZP9@,4ÿÿ 9ÿ987ÿy[ÿ5,,@18zz;;;47149;14/2>z49;1zH91,=1,.,91z;31/24134z.-,3/391z 9=
{=z17@-9>9=/27-,1=0.8.4=,2=1@9.0=.,=7;=>.23124ÿZ42,348ÿ,5.,ÿ.6,9-ÿF71,3/9ÿP/.33.B1ÿ29.,5ÿ|,59ÿ
}71,3/91ÿ;2-092ÿ5.-2ÿ,2ÿ.:232ÿ6=6ÿ,391~[4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿ\]]ÿ_`aÿ
ÿ 94ÿ\]]ÿkcdemÿ42,91ÿ7Yb76ÿ.42ÿ.//2>@.4<348ÿ,9?,ÿk]]ÿmrkhÿ2ÿ-.H3.42;103ÿhÿ\cde]f]ÿghceiÿ
ddh_oif]oikÿ heÿUxWXxUWÿZF73<ÿ7ÿ 7[ÿ5,,@18zz@92@39452;1,766;2-014/2>z17@-9>9=
/27-,=.@@234,>94,45,>z@-34,.H39ÿZ231/711348ÿ,59ÿ-239ÿ.ÿP7@-9>9ÿA27-,ÿ42>3499B1ÿ3292328<ÿ@3.<1ÿ34ÿ
,593-ÿ42>34.,324[4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿ\]]ÿkcdemÿ42,9ÿ76ÿ.42ÿ.//2>@.4<348ÿ,9?,4ÿ
ÿ {4ÿ\]]ÿ-.H3.42;103ÿkcdemÿ42,9ÿ 9ÿZ| :94ÿ36ÿ,59ÿ@-913294,ÿ89,1ÿ531ÿ329.3ÿ42>3499ÿ/2463->92ÿH<ÿ
,59ÿP94.,9ÿ,59-9ÿ.-9ÿ42ÿ87.-.4,991ÿ,5.,ÿ,59ÿ}71,3/9ÿ;333ÿ29/329ÿ/.191ÿ34ÿ,59ÿ;.<ÿ,59ÿ@-913294,ÿ52@914~[ÿ
N33:9-ÿ!2929-ÿ\cde]f]ÿghceiÿcki_q]kÿ]iÿhe]ÿ_]emrÿmkÿt]pÿ]iÿr̀]eÿKwEX XÿZN/,4ÿ
7ÿ 7ÿ8Yÿ&y[ÿ5,,@18zz63:9,53-,<9385,4/2>z69.,7-91z17@-9>9=/27-,=}71,3/91=89,=>2-9=33H9-.3=.1=
,59<=89,=2329-z4ÿ
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,-./0ÿ1023ÿ4ÿ526-723/ÿ2.ÿ232ÿ823-/-943ÿ845/:ÿ-6ÿ52;<-527ÿ/2ÿ32=-34/2ÿ
52ÿ92257-34/-23ÿ
62=2232ÿ.52=ÿ/02ÿ2/025ÿ845/:ÿ/0252ÿ1-33ÿ3->23:ÿ04?2ÿ/2ÿ@2ÿ=2
A
B
C
@2/1223ÿ/02ÿ/12ÿ845/-26ÿ@2.252ÿ/02ÿ49/<43ÿ62329/-23ÿ-6ÿ=4724 ÿÿD0-6ÿ92257-34E
/-23ÿ=-AFBA0/ÿ3247ÿ/2ÿ=252ÿ@-E845/-64360-8ÿG10-90ÿ/0-6ÿ92<3/5:ÿ7268254/23:ÿ
32276H4 ÿ
#3ÿ6<=ÿ/0252ÿ452ÿ=43:ÿ5246236ÿ10:ÿ4ÿ825=4323/ÿ2?233:ÿ7-?-727ÿI<852=2ÿ
J2<5/ÿ=4:ÿ625?2ÿ2<5ÿ92<3/5:ÿ=<90ÿ@2//25ÿ/043ÿJ2<5/6ÿ72=-34A/B2B7ÿ@:ÿ.-?2ÿ25ÿ
=252ÿ-72232F-9433:ÿ43-F327ÿK<6/-926ÿ2.ÿ/02ÿ64=2ÿ823-/-943ÿ845/:4 ÿÿL</ÿ2?23ÿ-.ÿ
/04/ÿ/<536ÿ2</ÿ32/ÿ/2ÿ@2ÿ/02ÿ9462ÿ/02ÿ@232.-/6ÿ2.ÿ/02ÿ9043F2ÿ.25ÿ2<5ÿ@52>23ÿ
32=-34/-23ÿ8A5B2N9266ÿ46ÿ62/ÿ.25/0ÿ@2321ÿ452ÿ62ÿ6<@6/43/-43ÿ/04/ÿ/02:ÿ43232ÿM<6/-.:ÿ
/02ÿ852826434 ÿ
OPÿRSTUÿVUWXYUÿZW[ÿ\XYÿ]^_XY[ÿ̀abSWZcSaWÿdYaeU__ÿ
f<5ÿK<6/-926ÿ452ÿ/02ÿ233:ÿ0-F0ÿ92<5/ÿM<7F26ÿ-3ÿ/02ÿ.522ÿ12537ÿ102ÿ04?2ÿ3-.2ÿ
/23<524ABgÿÿD02ÿ823-/-943ÿ=4>2ÿ<8ÿ2.ÿ2<5ÿI<852=2ÿJ2<5/ÿ-6ÿ72/25=-327ÿ@:ÿ724/0ÿ
625-2<6AÿB-h333266ÿ437ÿ=4:@2ÿ2?23ÿ12562ÿ823-/-9433:ÿ/-=27ÿ25ÿ=-6/-=27ÿ52/-52E
=23/64 ÿÿD04/ÿ-6ÿ43ÿ-5A5B4i/-2343ÿ14:ÿ/2ÿ729-72ÿ102ÿ@292=26ÿ232ÿ2.ÿ2<5ÿ3-32ÿ
=26/ÿ-=825/43/ÿM<7F264 ÿ
&ÿ3247-3Fÿ6/<7:ÿ23ÿ/02ÿ52/-52=23/ÿ2.ÿI<852=2ÿJ2<5/ÿK<6/-926ÿ6<==45-j27ÿ
-/6ÿ.-37-3F6ÿ46ÿ.2332168ÿ
K<7F26ÿ452ÿ-3.3<23927ÿ-3ÿ/02-5ÿ52/-52=23/ÿ729-6-236ÿ@:ÿ/02-5ÿ62362ÿ2.ÿ
-=825/4392ÿ437ÿ</-3-/:ÿ23ÿ/02ÿJ2<5/ÿ4ÿ95-/-943ÿ92=82323/ÿ2.ÿ/02ÿ623.E
26/22=ÿ8526/-F2ÿ437ÿ852.266-2343ÿ64/-6.49/-23ÿ/02:ÿ34/<5433:ÿ622>ÿ/2ÿ

ÿ

ÿ 4ÿlmmnÿmpqpÿr-90423ÿ&4ÿr2=23-ÿsÿ%-64ÿr469452ÿtuvwvxyÿz{|}~mÿ|ÿ|vÿzm}yÿm}~ÿ
vvÿ|ÿlmwmÿz|ÿyÿtÿ|ÿ{mÿmyÿ%4&4ÿDÿGr454ÿ ÿ ÿ8ÿrHÿ
0//88111434/-=26492=34/-23823-/-9634E34E6<852=2E92<5/E32=-322E E6/25:40/=3ÿG-33<6/54/E
-3Fÿ/04/ÿ526-723/ÿf@4=4ÿ32=-34/27ÿ4ÿ=27254/2ÿM<7F2ÿ-3ÿ43ÿ4//2=8/ÿ/2ÿ125>ÿ1-/0ÿ!28<@3-9436H4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿlmmÿ}pÿ
ÿ 4ÿlmmÿyvÿ32/26ÿ  ÿ437ÿ4992=843:-3Fÿ/2/4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿlmmÿ}vÿI29/-23ÿ###4J4ÿ
ÿ 64ÿlmmÿI/<45/ÿD4:325ÿK54ÿ}mÿmmÿyÿ||ÿ|qÿ|ÿlmwmÿz|ÿy}~myÿ&ÿGK<32ÿ
7Hÿ0//881114/024/343/-9492==4F4j-324590-?2 73-.2E/23<52E-6E/22E323FE.25E6<852=2E92ÿ
<5/EM<6/-926664ÿ
ÿ 74ÿlmmÿ}pÿJ434@526-ÿsÿ%-3F523ÿyvÿ32/2ÿ7ÿ4/ÿ ÿGD2ÿ6-//-3FÿK<6/-926ÿ923/2=834/-3Fÿ52/-52E
=23/ÿ/02ÿ823-/-943ÿ?-216ÿ2.ÿ4ÿ3->23:ÿ5283492=23/ÿG437ÿ02392ÿ/0262ÿ2.ÿ/02ÿ8526-7-3Fÿ526-723/Hÿ=4:ÿ3247ÿ
/2ÿ/02-5ÿ/-=-3Fÿ/02-5ÿ526-F34/-236ÿ6/54/2F-9433:4¡H4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿlmmÿJ434@526-ÿsÿ%-3F523ÿyvÿ32/2ÿ7ÿ4/ÿ99ÿG0¢543/-3Fÿ3-.2ÿ/23<52ÿ/2ÿI<852=2ÿJ2<5/ÿK<6E
/-926ÿ-6ÿ.<374=23/433:ÿ.34127¡H4ÿ
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+,-./0,12ÿ,32ÿ.34,35.4ÿÿ640+ÿ7.ÿ-832ÿ94,9ÿ:0+985.+ÿ,1.ÿ3.++ÿ835383.2ÿ
92ÿ3.,;.ÿ94.ÿ<.354ÿ74.3ÿ-03-83383/ÿ,3ÿ82.232/85,3ÿ=8++823ÿ<>ÿ?-8/4983/ÿ
94.ÿ/222ÿ-8/49@ÿ-12=ÿ94.ÿ783/+ÿ21ÿ74.3ÿ+9..183/ÿ94.ÿA2019ÿ<>ÿ718983/ÿ
=,:2189>ÿ2B83823+ÿ94,9ÿ+4,B.ÿ3./,3ÿ2259183.ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿÿCDEDFGÿIJKDLÿLKIDLKM
EKFIÿINÿDFOPLKÿQFÿDRKNSNGDTQSSUMOPDIQVSKÿLKWSQTKEKFIÿEQUÿDFÿXQTIÿVKÿ
QÿGNQSÿNXÿYPWLKEKÿZNPLIÿ[POIDTKO4ÿÿ\27.;.1ÿ94,9ÿ/2,3ÿ,BB.,1+ÿ92ÿ<.ÿ
+.5232,1>ÿ92ÿ294.1ÿ2<:.598;.+ÿ+054ÿ,+ÿ523983083/ÿ92ÿ.].158+.ÿB27.1ÿ
,32ÿB1.+.1;83/ÿ94.81ÿ82.232/85,3ÿ,32ÿ3.,2.1+48Bÿ123.+ÿ23ÿ94.ÿA20194ÿÿ
&2289823,33>ÿ^0+985.+ÿ=,>ÿ91>ÿ92ÿ1.981.ÿ+91,9./85,33>ÿ<09ÿ-,834_`aÿ
64.ÿ=,:21ÿ-3,7ÿ83ÿ201ÿ32=83,9823ÿB125.++ÿ8+ÿ329ÿ94,9ÿ=,3>ÿ^0+985.+ÿ4,;.ÿ
B238985,33>ÿ98=.2ÿ94.81ÿ1.981.=.39+ÿ,39420/4ÿ5.19,833>ÿ+2=.ÿ4,;.ÿ89ÿ8+ÿ94,9ÿ94.ÿ
B238985,3ÿ<,3,35.ÿ23ÿ94.ÿA2019ÿ8+ÿ2-9.3ÿ2.9.1=83.2ÿ<>ÿ-,5921+ÿ4,;83/ÿ329483/ÿ
92ÿ22ÿ7894ÿ.3.59823+ÿ21ÿ,3>ÿ7.33b9420/49b209ÿ91,3+89823ÿB125.201.4_`cÿÿ64.1.ÿ,1.ÿ
=,3>ÿ.],=B3.+ÿ2-ÿd0B1.=.ÿA2019ÿ^0+985.+ÿ21,=,985,33>ÿ54,3/83/ÿ94.ÿ5201+.ÿ
2-ÿ&=.185,3ÿ48+921>ÿ<,+.2ÿ23ÿ1.981.=.39ÿ2.58+823+ÿ2.,94ÿ21ÿ8333.++4ÿ _`f
64.ÿ=2+9ÿ/3,183/ÿ.],=B3.ÿ=8/49ÿ<.ÿ94,9ÿ2-ÿ^0+985.ÿ6401/222ÿe,1+4,334 ÿÿ
#3ÿgg ÿ94.ÿ^0+985.ÿ7,+ÿ329ÿ83ÿ/222ÿ4.,394ÿ,32ÿ7,+ÿ28+.354,39.2ÿ7894ÿ94.ÿ
523+.1;,98;.ÿ281.59823ÿ94.ÿA2019ÿ4,2ÿ9,h.3ÿ2;.1ÿ94.ÿB1.;820+ÿ97.3;.ÿ>.,1+ÿ
74.3ÿ!23,32ÿ!.,/,3ÿ4,2ÿ,BB2839.2ÿ941..ÿ523+.1;,98;.ÿ^0+985.+ÿijkA23321ÿ
d5,38,ÿ,32ÿl.33.2>m4_noÿÿ!0=21ÿ4,+ÿ89ÿ94,9ÿ^0+985.ÿe,1+4_n,_33ÿ<.38.;.2ÿ94,9ÿ
p.21/.ÿ\4'4ÿq0+4ÿ7,+ÿ38h.3>ÿ92ÿ783ÿ1.b.3.59823ÿ83ÿgg4 ÿÿ640+ÿ^0+985.ÿ
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